. 1 To his first royal patron, Elizabeth I, Bacon lamented that "many subjects" were prevented from getting justice because the "laws are multiplied in number, and slackened in vigour" (SEH 7: 315, 316). Years later, while serving as attorney general, Bacon entreated James I to support his plan for "perfiting" the "registry" of laws by reducing them to maxims, aphorisms, and rules modeled after the Roman De regulis juris (SEH 13: 63) . 2 For Bacon, the success of civic reform lay in finding the right balance between legal matter and form. Unfortunately for him, neither Elizabeth nor James acted on his suggestions. Yet the comments by Bacon that emerged over these decades provide scholars with a blueprint for understanding the nature of his legal imagination and aphoristic theory.
In his influential Forms of Nationhood, Richard Helgerson argued that Bacon's fascination with rules, maxims, and aphorisms was shaped by his political agenda, namely, a desire to protect and enlarge James I's prerogative powers. During his reign, James faced a number of public challenges to his authority. 3 For Helgerson, Bacon's aphoristic theory was determined by a monarchocentric and absolutist politics:
But form was not the only thing Bacon derived from his Roman model. He also drew on that model for a conception of authority and its appropriate expression. From first to last, Bacon In other words, Bacon's pursuit of the "Roman model" -the codification of laws -cannot be detached from his devotion to the "royal author" (King James). While there is much to learn from Helgerson's analysis, not least his exceedingly original practice of historical formalism, his explication of Bacon's politics and aphoristic theory too neatly sidesteps evidence that suggests a shift in Bacon's outlook. 5 My analysis builds on the foundation laid by Helgerson even as it revises some of his conclusions in order to support a revisionist reading of Bacon as one whose politics, like his aphoristic theory, accommodated a collaborative spirit with respect to the creation of knowledge and the assertion of interpretive authority. The scholarly theory of a less monarchocentric Bacon has been around for some time. For example, Markku Peltonen argues that Bacon's political philosophy skewed toward a theory of justified resistance, an essential argument in seventeenth-century republican ideology: "his general argument -that the common law decided the extent of royal authority -was in many respects closer to the antiabsolutists' than absolutists' arguments . . . Bacon was, in other words, subscribing to resistance theory." 6 Analyzing Bacon's output from a different perspective, Henry S. Turner argues that Bacon's works demonstrate an intellectual engagement with early modern legal and political notions of the corporation; Bacon's vision of "political ontology of sovereignty always also coexists with another, more pluralist and 'collective' model that permeates all levels of his system." 7 The thesis I pursue here supports and extends both of these efforts to explore the "pluralist" impulse in Bacon's literary and legal-political imagination.
This article argues that Bacon's aphoristic theory revolved around a very English legal concept -the use -that accommodated a collaborative form of co-authorship in making legal knowledge. In the Preface of The Maxims of the Law (hereafter referred to as Maxims), his Latin and English treatise composed sometime in 1596/7, Bacon invites his readers to explore his "distinct and disjoined aphorisms" and "to make use of that which is so delivered to more several purposes and applications" (SEH 7: 321). 8 Traditionally, critics have interpreted this as Bacon's invitation to readers to be playful with the aphorisms -"you do with these as you see fit," in other words. It has been argued, for example, that " [Bacon] uses aphoristic presentation" in order "to spur the reader on to similar enterprises of his own." 9 What goes unremarked is the conditional nature of Bacon's language, one underscored by legal syntax and terminology. The word that appears repeatedly in Maxims (in both the Preface and the body of the text) is "use." This word is freighted with legal meaning. The use was a form of conveyance in which a grantor (also known as the feoffor to uses) conveyed the land to a trustee (feoffee to uses) "to the use" of a beneficiary (cestui que use). 10 Uses were ubiquitous in early modern England and Bacon was especially well informed on the history and nature of the use. 11 12. The people's happiness concerned Bacon as much as the thought of pleasing his sovereign.
As he states in De dignitate et augmentis scientiarum, "[t]he end and scope which laws should have in view, and to which they should direct their decrees and sanctions, is no other than the happiness of the citizens" (aph. 5, SEH 5: 89). The idea of doing something good to benefit the people, acting with philanthropia (love for mankind), is a recurring theme in Bacon's works. In his biography of Henry VII, for instance, Bacon praises that Tudor king for creating "deep" laws to advance the "happiness" of the people ( By connecting Bacon's aphoristic theory to the use (law), this article sets the stage for a reconsideration of Bacon's definition of legal authority. In Maxims, the figure of the "royal author" is largely absent. Instead, Bacon invites several groups of readers to tend to the corpus of legal knowledge. He asks his readers to participate in a grand philanthropic enterprise of law reform: make the law more clear and available to ordinary English subjects. 12 This invitation, however, carries certain expectations. Like a grantor who takes great care in the selection of his trustees, Bacon only extends the invitation to "sensible men" "learned" in the law (SEH 7: 321, 323). These "learned" readers, the trustees of legal knowledge, are expected to adhere to the author's own "clear and perspicuous exposition" (SEH 7: 323 Similarly, Brian Vickers underscores the power of Bacon's aphorisms to generate "flexibility and freedom from system," wherein "system" again refers to the Ramist method. 18 Both Jardine and Vickers (in spite of their scholarly differences) conclude that Bacon's aphorisms disrupt received knowledge because of their formal design. Bacon's endorsement of the reader's co-authoring capacity cements his reputation as a great experimentalist, a modern thinker breaking with tradition. There is another possibility. Bacon's repeated signaling of "use" recalls the common law culture of the use. What if instead of asking his readers to arrive at their own conclusions, Bacon is suggesting that they "make use of" the aphorisms on his terms -just as a grantor might ask trustees to follow his instructions when they engage in the "use" of the property? After discussing the "profitable" nature of his collected "rules and grounds," which he promises will shed "no small light" on the science of the law, he states that "[n]either will the use hereof be only in deciding doubts . . . but further in gracing of argument; in correcting unprofitable subtlety, and reducing the same to a more sound and substantial sense of law" (SEH 7: 319-20). This phrase "the use hereof" echoes the syntax of a use clause, which states that such and such property shall be made to "the use of " designated beneficiaries. 19 The parallelism, I argue, is not accidental but deliberate; it is designed to coax the reader into a transaction wherein they promise to carry out the author's wishes to ameliorate the field of law in exchange for the "use" of the maxims. To grasp Bacon's negotiation of shared authority with respect to the labor of interpretation, it is vital that one understands the historical circumstances (not to mention the controversy) surrounding the device of the use. Bacon lived during an "age of the fantastic conveyance" in which countless landowners invented ways to claim wide "powers of disposition" over their estates. 20 As the section below makes clear, Bacon was as well versed in the metaphorical possibilities of the legal use as any lawyer of his generation. observes, "the greatest part of the land of England was conveyed to uses; the property or possession of the soil being vested in one man, and the use, or profits thereof, in another" (2 Commentaries, p. 92, original emphasis). Plucknett emphasizes the late fifteenth century as a milestone: "by the end of the fifteenth century a fair body of law had been settled which gave a definite form to the use" (A Concise History, p. 580, my emphasis). In contrast, Ives believes that the use became established during the reign of Richard II (1367-1400), "so common did it become that by the end of the fourteenth century -probably even from the early years of Richard II's reign -the court of Chancery had to step in to protect and control the device" ("The Genesis of the Statute of Uses," p. 674, my emphasis).
II. The Device of the Use
It has been said that the medieval and early modern use is the "ancestor" of today's trust. 21 The following definition by R.H. Helmholz lays out the nature of the device and the parties involved in the transaction:
The holder of the freehold land -the feoffor -would convey land during his lifetime to feoffees to uses. They in turn held it for the benefit of the feoffor, or sometimes of a third party -the cestui que use -under instructions to convey the land to persons to be named in the feoffor's will. 22 To explain the rise of the use in England, historians often cite the example of medieval crusaders who, upon leaving for the Holy Land, conveyed "their lands to a friend upon various conditions." 23 The use was advantageous to the landowner in that it allowed him to devise his property according to his will and liking. 24 "Medieval common law made little provision for the settlement of landed property, and none for the device of real estate by will" and common law only recognized "the ancient rights of dower and primogeniture." 25 Thus, the use gave landowners the option of "full testamentary freedom over his freehold lands," enabling them to carry out a variety of land transfers. 26 Examples of the use may be found in the Domesday Book, 27 but it was during the medieval period that the use acquired "immense popularity." 28 By the end of the fifteenth century, the use had become so well established as to be "almost universal. Although popular among landowners, the use proved vexing to the English crown. By engaging in the use, landowners escaped feudal incidents, which were essentially "succession tax [es] ." 30 E.W. Ives crisply summarizes the royal antipathy toward the use: " [i] n all this the principal sufferer was the Crown. Royal feudal rights were based upon the traditional concept of seisin, but the use made nonsense of tradition . . . the income which the Crown received from its feudal incidents suffered severely." 31 Royal attempts at restricting the use occurred in the fourteenth century, but it was not until the reign of Henry VIII that legislation was finally passed to limit the use. In 1536, bowing to royal pressure, parliament passed the Statute of Uses whose full title was "An Act concerning Uses and Wills" (27 Hen. VIII. c. 10). The preamble of the Statute lists all the injuries stemming from uses:
. . . sundry imaginations, subtle inventions, and practices have been used, whereby the Hereditaments of this Realm have been conveyed from one to another by fraudulent feoffments, fines, recoveries, and other assurances craftily made to secrete uses intents and trusts . . . for the most part made by such persons as be visited with sickness, in their extreme agonies and pains or at such time as they have had scantily any good memory or remembrance; At which times they being provoked by greedy, covetous persons lying in a wait about them do many times dispose indiscreetly and unadvisedly their lands and inheritances . . . The King's Highness hath lost the profits and advantages of the Lands of persons attainted, and of the Lands craftily put in Feoffment to the uses of Aliens born, and also the profits of waste . . . . 32 It is quite a list of abuses. The Statute was decisive; it effectively "executed" the use by "transfer[ing] the use into possession . . . making cestuy que use" -that is, the beneficiary -"complete owner of the lands and tenements, as well at law as in equity." 33 But Henry neglected to anticipate the resistance of his subjects. Across the realm, landowners opposed the Statute and in the end it had to be rolled back and replaced by the Statute of Wills. 34 35. "I could not be ignorant either of the difficulty of the matter . . . or much less of my own unableness, which I had continual sense and feeling of" (SEH 7: 396). 36. Also known as Chudleigh's Case, the question came down to "whether the common-law rules on property transfers applied to transfers made by use" (Boyer, Sir Edward Coke, p. 121). 37. The initial lack of common law jurisdiction over uses may be traced to the use's origin in civil law. Blackstone explains, "the notion [of the use] was transplanted into England from the civil law, about the close of the reign of Edward III, by means of the foreign ecclesiastics" (2 Commentaries, p. 223). 38. "Pernancy, n.," a legal term, signifies "the taking or receiving of something; taking into possession; receipt of a tithe, rent, etc.," OED Online 36 In his Reading, Bacon affirms the common law courts' jurisdiction over the adjudication of use-related suits: "we may truly conclude, that the force and strength that an use had or hath in conscience is by common law" (SEH 7: 415). He also reflects on the advantage of the use for the cestui que use. Previously, the cestui que use who found himself cheated by unscrupulous feoffees lacked remedy "in law." 37 "The king had remedy in law for his pernancy 38 of the profits, but cestui que use had none . . . an use be nothing in law to yield remedy by course of law, yet it is somewhat in reputation of law and in conscience" (SEH 7: 399-400).
Bacon Mr. Coke, in his Reading, doth say well, they were produced sometimes for fear, and many times for fraud; but I hold that neither of these causes were so much the reasons of uses as another reason in the beginning, which was, that the lands by the common law of England were not testamentary or devisable; and, of late years, since the statute, the ease of the conveyance, for sparing of repurchases and execution of estates; and now, last of all, an excess of will in men's minds, affecting to have assurances of their estates and possessions to be revocable in their own times, and too irrevocable after their own times. ("Terre-tenant, n.," OED Online). This was pointed out to me by one of the journal's readers. 43. I am grateful to one of the journal's readers for this point.
concerning tenure ("lands by the common law . . . were not testamentary or devisable"). Indeed, Bacon's ultimate point is a psychological one. The use emerged as an inevitable outcome of landowners' desire "to have assurances of their estates and possessions to be revocable in their own times, and too irrevocable after their own times" (SEH 7: 409). 40 Bacon checks his moral judgment at the door and explores, instead, the use's deeper history, jurisdictional limits, and exceptions.
Beyond the issues of jurisdiction and historical origins, Bacon reveals an interest in the place of conscience in uses. In a discussion of the use's various "properties," Bacon quotes Justice Fenner on the role of "private" and "general" conscience in use transactions:
Uses, saith he [Fenner] , are created by confidence; preserved by privity (which is nothing else but a continuance of the confidence without interruption); and ordered and guided by conscience, either by the private conscience of the feoffee, or the general conscience of the realm, which is Chancery. (SEH 7: 401) Whereas another might have expressed alarm at the use's dependence on conscience, Bacon simply observes this to be a fact. Uses are built on trust: the "private conscience" of individuals and Chancery, the court representing the "general conscience of the realm." 41 Warming to this theme, Bacon writes that "an use is a trust reposed by any person in the terre-tenant, that he may suffer him to take the profits, and that he will perform his intent . . . Use is an ownership in trust" (SEH 7: 400-1). When someone "reposes" his trust "in the terre-tenant," that device is the use. 42 The use could, in theory, benefit all the parties involved in the transaction. The grantor (feoffor) could devise his land, the trustee (feoffee) could oblige the wishes of the grantor and turn a profit in the process, and the grantee or beneficiary (cestui que use) could be assured of an inheritance.
How people could abuse the use did not interest Bacon. Yet legal records contain many examples of broken promises and lost profits. The feoffor's reliance on the feoffee's conscience produced a system of inherent instability and laid the foundation for a culture of suspicion. 43 In the records, we find examples of petty and grand fraud; indeed, Dillon v. Freine was controversial precisely because it seemed to manipulate the spirit of the law. In theory, the grantor's wishes could be upset if, for example, the "terre-tenant" 44 sold a portion of the estate to finance his own debt rather than allowing the land to pass to the stated beneficiary. Something like that happened in a Canterbury case from 1375. The feoffees of John Roger did not hold the land for the use of Roger's widow Margery but "alienat[ed] half the land" to Hugh Pryor. In court, the feoffees claimed that Pryor had pressured them and they had acquiesced out of fear, but the judge "held that the alleged fear had been 'empty and insufficient to move a constant man,' and that the feoffees must suffer the canonical penalties for failing to carry out their duty." 44 Bacon knew of such examples of fraudulent conveyance -from personal observation, experience, and his prodigious reading of legal history. Yet he consistently downplayed the use's pessimistic outcomes in his Reading. Likewise, in Maxims, Bacon kept the better part of his suspicion at bay and cultivated an outlook of trust. Understanding these aspects of the development of the use and Bacon's reading of it allows for a revision of Bacon's definition of legal authority. The use is predicated on trust, goodwill, and conscience. Authority is never absolute; it is a negotiation premised on mutually beneficial exchanges. Power is shared and the grantor occupies one of three vertices of the trust-triangle. The multiple evocations (seven in the Preface by my count) of the word "use," his exhortations to the reader to "make use of" and to seek "profit" (SEH 7: 323) in the maxims, the thematic unity of the 25 rules and their accompanying commentary (many of them pertaining to the use), all suggest a link between his aphoristic theory and the use.
III. Terms of Use
Bacon's authorial conditions concern the character of the reader and the manner of his reading. He hopes his treatise will find an audience of "sensible men" who possess the necessary wit and honor for law. 45 Just as he has pursued the study of the law in the Queen's service, so he desires that the rules will not be used solely for the reader's personal gain but for the common good. Additionally, supposing that the work finds its intended audience of "learned" readers, he asks that these readers follow his "clear and perspicuous exposition" (SEH 7: 323).
In the Preface, Bacon apologizes for writing his commentaries in Law French, the "language of our law" whose "harshness" obstructs the comprehension "civilians, statesmen, scholars, and other sensible men" (SEH 7: 321-2). This apology is unwarranted. The commentaries come to us in plain English. At some point in the writing process, Bacon changed his mind about the work's audience and expanded the invitees from "professed lawyers" (SEH 7: 322) to the different groups that Bacon cultivated in the course of his life: civil lawyers, legislators, and other "sensible men" (SEH 7: 321). The phrase "sensible men" denotes individuals who are capable of "having or showing good sense and sound judgement; judicious, reasonable, practical, prudent" or, more generally, of "having senses." 46 In yoking these various groups, from the specific ("student of law") to the general ("sensible men"), Bacon conjures an "imagined community" -a virtual commonwealth -of service-oriented men. 47 This is a fantasy. In Bacon's time, common and civil lawyers fought over jurisdictional authority, professional status, and aristocratic patronage. Common lawyers were famous for asserting their elite status -and group solidarity -through "professional and ideological investment in the common law," including convivial "clubbing" and literary patronage. 48 Civil lawyers enjoyed their own associational habits. 49 Yet, exuding an ecumenical spirit, Bacon invites all these "men" to his project. His league of "learned" gentlemen exists in the imagination: in his own, primarily, but perhaps also in the mind of the sympathetic reader. Numerous readers, not merely legal specialists, are deemed capable of wresting meaning from the maxims. Along with deploying intellectual "wit," Bacon asks his reader to apply the wisdom contained in the treatise to improve the law for the public's benefit. He reminds readers of the crisis of public confidence in the law, observing that the "profession is noted to be infected" with "abuses" (SEH 7: 319). 50 Let the good lawyer aspire not only to enrich himself ("to receive countenance and profit") but also to make "amends" to the profession by being "a help and ornament thereunto [it] . . . to visit and strengthen the roots and 51. "Industry, n.," OED Online. 52. Peltonen, "Bacon, Francis." 53. "Ampliation, n." means "enlarging, extending, amplification," OED Online.
foundation of the science itself" (SEH 7: 319). By way of encouragement, Bacon reflects on his own labored study of the law:
Having therefore from the beginning come to the study of the laws of this realm with a mind and desire no less . . . that the same laws should be the better by my industry . . . I do not find that . . . I can . . . confer so profitable an addition unto that science, as by collecting the rules and grounds dispersed throughout the body of the same laws. (SEH 7: 319) Along with this reflexive comment about his "industry," a word whose Latin form (industria) implies "diligent activity," Bacon casts himself in the role of the law student. 51 (In truth, he was no longer a student, having been admitted to the bar in 1582. 52 ) This noble intellectual pursuit of knowledge for the sake of improving the legal profession and its "science" and securing the realm from deceit and "abuse" is a path that he has set for himself -and one that he challenges the reader to follow.
In addition to talking about the character of the fit reader, Bacon expounds at length about how the rules and maxims are to be applied, writing, "having chosen out of them such as I thought good, I have reduced them to a true application, limiting and defining their bounds, that they may not be run upon at large, but restrained to point of difference . . . their limits and exclusions duly assigned" (SEH 7: 320). "Limits and exclusions" refer to the commentaries that follow each rule. The final section of the Preface lays out his reasons:
. . . that they be not set down alone, like short dark oracles, which every man will be content still to allow to be true, but in the meantime they give little light or direction; but I have attended them, (a matter not practiced, no not in the civil law to any purpose, and for want whereof, indeed, the rules are but as proverbs, and many times plain fallacies,) with a clear and perspicuous exposition; breaking them into cases, and opening their sense and use and limiting them with distinctions, and sometimes showing the reasons above whereupon they depend, and the affinity they have with other rules. (SEH 7: 323) That rules be followed by examples and illustrations -or "cases" -was important to Bacon. Years later, in a letter to James, he again emphasizes the necessity of commentaries, saying:
The naked rule or maxim doth not the effect. It must be made useful by good differences, ampliation, and limitations, warranted by good authorities; and this not by raising up of quotations and references, but by discourse and deducement in a just tractate. (SEH 13: 70) 53 Rules unaccompanied by "limitations" are apt to be misapplied by ignorant or malicious legal practitioners. Hence, Bacon cautions against the habit of rules "set down alone, like short dark oracles" and nearly two decades later he once more rejects the utility of the "naked rule." 54. Hogan and Schwartz, "A Translation," p. 711. Hogan and Schwartz provide additional translations of the maxims including "in law it is not the ultimate but the immediate cause which falls under consideration" and "[t]he law looks more to the near than to the distant (or remote) cause." 55. There is little evidence of how readers read Bacon's Maxims. For example, the manuscript and early printed copies that I have examined contain few marginalia. I was able to examine three manuscript copies (British Library Harley MS 6688, 856, and 1783) and several printed copies (British Library RB 508.c.8, Huntington Library RB 43093, 601121, 601122, 624294, and 114920). Only the Huntington's RB 43093 contains brief marginalia (see Sig. A3v, B2r, H4r, H4v, I4r, and K1r).
The first rule -"Regula 1. In jure non remota causa, sed proxima spectatur" ("in law, it is the immediate, not the remote, cause which is regarded") 54 -and its accompanying commentary demonstrates just how a rule might be "limited." As promised in the Preface, his commentaries offer brief descriptions of how a rule might shape everyday legal judgments:
It were infinite for the law to judge the causes of causes, and their impulsions one of another: therefore it contenteth itself with the immediate cause; and judgeth of acts by that, without looking to any further degree.
As if an annuity be granted pro consilio impenso et impendendo, and the grantee commit treason, whereby he is imprisoned, so that the grantor cannot have access unto him for his counsel; yet, nevertheless, the annuity is not determined by this non-feasance. Yet it was the grantee's act and default to commit the treason, whereby the imprisonment grew: but the law looketh not so far, but excuseth him, because the not giving counsel was compulsory and not voluntary, in regard of the imprisonment.
So if a parson make a lease, and be deprived, or resign, the successor shall avoid the lease . . . (SEH 7: 327) Dozens of scenarios are pursued -across eighteen paragraphs -and what emerges is a panoramic sense of the legal lives of ordinary subjects. Bacon's imagined community here expands to include such everyday characters as "a parson," "I. S. a stranger," a hypothetical "I," a "feoffee," "my son," "a wife," "I. D.," and others (SEH 7: 327-9).
These terms and conditions suggest a certain authorial anxiety over the reception of the text. But that anxiety did not, ultimately, hold Bacon back from sending his work into the world, even knowing that the final interpretation of Maxims, like any text, would be up to the individual reader. 55 No grantor could guarantee that his trustees would fulfill his conditions -he could hope that they would reciprocate his trust, he could set legal conditions, but he could not ultimately fix the future. Occupying that very structural position, Bacon was powerless to limit the reader's interpretation of his Maxims -or even the reproduction of the text -yet he still pursued an agenda of shared knowledge among a collective of users.
At this moment, it is helpful to briefly take stock of the materiality of the text. Both manuscript and printed copies of Maxims reveal a block-like presentation of the treatise, 56. The ornate capital was most likely the printer's decision, perhaps modeled on a manuscript copy of Maxims. One of these contains fanciful capitals bearing a branch and leaf design (BL Harley MS 6688, fo. 8r).
setting the text up for bricolage. In one of the manuscript copies, the rule is set off in an italic script and the commentary in secretary (Fig. 1) . This form is reproduced in the printed version (Fig. 2) . The rule is in italic type, the commentary in Roman, and each section textually enclosed by the solid frame of the paragraph. Furthermore, an ornate capital "I" -the same one that appears in Bacon's opening address to Elizabeth ("I do here most humbly present . . .") -begins the paragraph-length explication of rule 1. 56 Together, the rules and their accompanying commentaries constitute what I term "modules." 57 The intention behind such a "distinct and disjoined" presentation may have been to facilitate the reader's intellectual engagement. It certainly encourages fragmentary reproduction. That condition is indeed borne out by the state of the extant manuscript copies of Maxims (Table 1) . To date, 12 manuscript copies have been discovered. Some copies contain the complete treatise, i.e. Bacon's dedicatory epistle to Queen Elizabeth, the Preface, and all 25 rules and commentaries, some only the preliminary material (i.e. none of the rules or commentary), and some only the rules and none of the preliminary material. Modern editors have not been able to fully determine the extent of Bacon's involvement in the production of the manuscripts. The textual condition of Maxims is a reminder that all authors eventually lose control of their texts. Without exception, texts once entered into the public domain begin to enjoy a life of their own. Presumably, Bacon anticipated that outcome. Having lectured on the use, Bacon was cognizant that the fulfillment of the grantor's conditions is contingent upon the conscience of the trustee and, should private conscience fail, on judges who represent the "general conscience" of the realm. The existence of so many copies of Maxims indicates that he set aside his potential reservations. Publishing Maxims -in the sense of allowing it to circulate as a manuscript during his lifetime -was a risk worth taking. Perhaps that decision was based on philanthropic idealism or perhaps it was motivated by political ambition, a desire to dazzle his contemporaries with his legal perspicacity. One thing is certain: at that moment in his career, he wanted readers to "make use of" his aphorisms.
To summarize, I have argued that critics claim too much for Bacon when they compare him to a postmodern author who transfers authorial control to the reader. At the same time, the conclusion that Bacon's aphoristic theory is a vehicle for a politics of absolutism in which the law is written, ultimately, by a "royal author," also needs correction. Maxims reveals the extent to which Bacon could -and did -conceive a more collaborative and participatory form of legal knowledge-production. Arguably, then, the scheme that best captures the spirit of Bacon's aphoristic theory is the device of the use, a legal tool of medieval origin. Bacon's commentaries, his "ampliations" as he styled them, shows an author-grantor concerned with the potential of the "naked rule" to generate harmful "contradictions" in pleading. To prevent that from happening, Bacon sets his terms of use. He asks his readers to exercise their intellectual "wit" when reading the maxims -an action befitting "sensible men" -while adhering to the author's "clear and perspicuous exposition." Yet these conditions, like all such conditions, are tenuous for they depend on readers' goodwill. Complicating the "transaction" is the material form of the maxims and their rules. Presented in a visually exciting and modular form, Maxims invites just the kind of selective, gnomic, and "proverb[ial]" quotation that so troubled Bacon (SEH 7: 323).
IV. In Pursuit of Certainty
The emphasis on the reader's intellectual involvement in the project of the amendment of the law is less evident, if not wholly suppressed, in Bacon's late works which exhibit a deep suspicion toward non-expert legal interpretation. Indeed, Bacon retreats from the possibility of shared responsibility and advocates, instead, a tightly controlled, hierarchal model of authority. It is possible that this shift was the result of a career defined by political conflict and compromises. To put it more bluntly, Bacon backtracked and imposed stricter sanctions on who could be eligible to participate in the production of legal knowledge and in the wielding of legal authority. In A Treatise (1623), Bacon names the sovereign as the godhead of legal wisdom. In this work produced a few years before his death, maxims and rules exist not so much as the foundation for new knowledge, but as the repository for expert legal knowledge -knowledge that stems from the sovereign-legislator and is shaped by his wisest lawyers whom Bacon terms "jurisconsults." In this respect, A Treatise peddles a monarchocentric vision, one that is in keeping with Bacon's personal philosophy that a Lord Chancellor ought to conduct himself as the king's "instrument of monarchy, of immediate dependence on the King" (SEH 7: 651).
A Treatise begins with a series of imagined emergencies, from a lack of good court reporters to a dearth of legal textbooks. The staging of legal crises is an example of the kind of setting and re-setting of jurisdictional norms that Bradin Cormack calls the law's habit of "always looking back onto the scene of its own instability." 59 The act of diagnosing the deficiencies in law creates an opening for Bacon to imagine other possible futures. In the future that Bacon promotes, legal authority flows from the "fountain" of justice, 60. In De dignitate et augmentis, Bacon compares James to a biblical law-giver, a "Moses or a David, that is, shepherds of their people" (SEH 5: 16). 61. Bacon states that "[o]bscurity of laws arises from four sources; either from an excessive accumulation of laws, especially if they be mixed with such as are obsolete; or from an ambiguity, or want of clearness and distinctness in the drawing of them; or from negligent and ill-ordered methods of interpreting law; or lastly, from a contradiction an inconsistency of judgments" (SEH 5: 98). There is, of course, more to the 97 aphorisms than Bacon's discussion of law's ideal textual form. A Treatise contains both standalone musings and others that are clearly part of a larger sequence. They touch on topics such as the causes behind the "loquacity and prolixity used in the drawing up of laws" (aph. 65) and the responsibility of "the enormous multitude of authors and doctors of laws" (aph. 78) who generate redundant legal commentary, thereby causing the laws to be "distracted" (SEH 5: 101, 104). He also considers the restructuring and reorganization of the legal system, including the creation of new superior courts (the "Centorian" and "Praetorian" courts) which would review the decisions of lower jurisdictions.
the sovereign-legislator, whose innate wisdom distinguishes him from (and sets him above) the bookish expertise of the lawyers. 60 The aspect of A Treatise that is most pertinent to the present discussion is the consideration of how maxims could be used to erase legal "obscurity" (aph. 52, SEH 5: 98). 61 Obscurity in law gnawed at Bacon. In his letter to James written in 1621, Bacon complains that "the subject of the laws of England . . . ask much amendment for the form" (SEH 14: 363). Nothing, Bacon averred, was more important than certainty in law. "Certainty is so essential to law, that law cannot even be just without it" (aph. 8, SEH 5: 90). Such an elimination of confusion would ensure a more effective popular use of the law, making it possible for even lay people to navigate the courts. So insistent is Bacon on the need to "disclose the oracles and mysteries of laws" and the "many things [that] lie concealed in the laws" that at times he expresses a startling distrust of the very processes that constitute the legal experience: debate and interpretation, whether by magistrates or common petitioners or laypeople (aph. 88, SEH 5: 107). Bacon asserts that if the written law, delivered in aphorisms, could be made to achieve synchronicity with the principles of universal justice, then legal debates and judicial discretion would become obsolete -and that would be an ideal outcome. If one follows Bacon's argument through to its logical end, one perceives that Bacon's utopian future of universal justice comes at the expense of legal interpretation and debate, which is a distinctive feature of the adversarial nature of the law. In Bacon's late jurisprudence, the removal of legal doubt takes precedence over all other concerns.
Bacon's aphoristic theory in A Treatise reveals an urgent desire to secure legal knowledge once and for all. He writes, "laws which are found to be wordy and too prolix [should] be more compressed and abridged" (aph. 60, SEH 5: 100). He argues, " [b] ut if the laws by accumulation have grown so voluminous, or become so confused that it is expedient to remodel them entirely, and reduce them to a sound and manageable body, let it by all means be done" (aph. 59, SEH 5: 100). Furthermore, he explains that the "body" of law could be fashioned from "rules of law":
A good and careful treatise on the different rules of law conduces as much as anything to the certainty thereof . . . The collection should consist not only of the common and well known their glosses. 67 Budé's deprecation of the lawyers' lack of wisdom foreshadows Bacon's desire to revive the office of the jurisconsult.
A Treatise veers from Maxims in its interpellation of the reader or user. In Maxims, Bacon invites the reader to "make use of" the rules; he treats the reader as an intellectual equal, albeit one who is cast in the position of the trustee. In contrast, the tone and content of A Treatise is pointedly authoritarian; it adopts the absolutist language associated with King James. No longer writing in the fictive voice of a junior Innsman, Bacon argues with the confidence of a seasoned Roman jurisconsult. At times, A Treatise betrays impatience both with the people's interpretation of the law and judges' dissent from the rule of the sovereign. Indeed, the idea of judicial innovation is antithetical to good law: the "best law . . . leaves the least to the discretion of the judge" (aph. 46, SEH 5: 97). The "certain" form of the maxim would protect justice from the flawed interpretation of magistrates, lawyers, and the shifting tide of custom. 68 Rules would fasten wayward thoughts to legal certainties. In the future anticipated in A Treatise, the law would be so manifest -so self-evident -that it would not be subjected to needless debate or revision. Bacon's notion of justice emerges as a static, unchanging, and fixed entity.
A number of factors could have shaped Bacon's late aphoristic theory. Two years before A Treatise's publication in De dignitate et augmentis, Bacon experienced a catastrophic reversal of political fortune. In March and April of 1621, he was tried for and convicted of bribery by the House of Lords. 69 It was a humiliating defeat for Bacon -all the more so for the man who inveighed against corruption in his essay "Of Judicature." In light of Bacon's personal circumstances, it could be surmised that A Treatise served a basic political function: as a gift to a royal patron in an attempt to mend a sorely tested relationship. James I had promoted him to the highest office and perhaps the king could lift him again.
The authorial desire to control interpretation is also present in Maxims. How else to account for the conditions he places on his readers? Yet the suspicion toward readers contended with an equally strong desire to impart his knowledge to various reading communities, not simply his fellow common law professionals. In Maxims, the spirit of openness and philanthropic love won the day. 70 The work was issued, circulating among readers until it was finally published in print for the common reader. A different kind of philanthropic vision guides A Treatise. The diverse community of readers has shrunk to a privileged few. The labor of producing legal knowledge now depends on an elite team of jurisconsults.
V. Conclusion
In closing, a comparison of Maxims and A Treatise reveals an evolutionary trajectory in Bacon's jurisprudence and aphoristic theory. Maxims's language recalls the culture of the use, particularly the way uses disrupt patrilineal order. As a model that coexistedindeed, competed -with feudal inheritance, the use offered a way of thinking about ownership (and with that, authority) that was complex and dynamic. The relationship envisioned in Maxims between author and readers parallels what happens in the use. What readers "make" of the knowledge in Maxims will be determined, in part, by the reader's own "wit" and, Bacon hoped, by his commentaries. Readers are deputized as interpreters and makers of legal meaning, although they were expected to follow the guidelines established by the author.
Studying the meaning of "use" in Bacon raises questions about the metaphorical significance of the term in early modern culture. The use emerged out of necessity and lived experience. Its algebraic formula (A. tenet ad opus B.) captures a form of conditional association that feels modern. 71 The use draws together different parties with the promise of collective stewardship. Grantors, trustees, and beneficiaries are not linked by blood or status 
